In preparing this report the relevance of the following
factors has been considered: prevention of crime and
disorder, equality of opportunity; and legal, financial,
environmental, health, respect for human rights, personnel
and property considerations.

DERBYSHIRE COUNTY COUNCIL
SAFE AND SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES
IMPROVEMENT AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
9 July 2008
Report of the Strategic Director Environmental Services
Review of the Use of Motorised Vehicles in the Countryside
1. Purpose of the Report
To inform Members of the progress made in implementation of findings into
the review into the use of motorised vehicles in the countryside.
2. Information and Analysis
The appendix shows the progress
recommendations arising from the review.

made

OFFICER’S RECOMMENDATION
That the Committee notes the progress made.
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Use of Motorised Vehicles in the Countryside Update Derbyshire County Council
Progress Report – June 2008

Task identified in Action Plan from
Scrutiny Report

Action identified

Progress

Derbyshire County Council to work with
the Peak District National Park
Authority to gather and map
information on the non-classified
highway (NCH) network.

Audit state
of existing
information

Derbyshire County Council Countryside Service has been
working with the Peak District National Park Authority
(PDNPA) to gather information on the NCH network including:
Condition and use
Sustainability
Route
Both Peak National Park Staff and DCC Rights of Way
Inspectors in the summer and autumn of 2006 gathered the
data on the NCH network which was then put into a digital
format.

Work needs to be undertaken to
determine an acceptable definition of
the term sustainable with reference to
the condition of unsealed minor
highways.
It is proposed that the Local Access
Forums be consulted and a working
group set up to advise on any
proposals

This initial work resulted in surveys carried out on 180 'other
routes with public access'. It does not include claimed routes
and is solely within Derbyshire, however, the 180 routes
represent approximately half of the potential network of
unsealed highways within the Peak District National Park:
This work has involved an analysis of
•

The Highway Authorities ‘list of streets’ that are
maintained at the public expense. This record

Task identified in Action Plan from
Scrutiny Report

Action identified

Progress

•
•
•

•

The Director of Environmental Services
reviews the most effective
management arrangements for dealing

classifies streets into A roads, B roads and NCHs.
Not all of these routes will have proven vehicle
rights. The survey will need to identify and address
those routes where there is certainty that such
rights exist.
The handover schedules.
The Definitive Map and any outstanding changes
which have yet to be recorded.
Other routes which may have no legal status, but
which are know to have been used legitimately by
motorised vehicles.
8 vehicle loggers have been purchased and are
being used on a rolling basis on 30 routes across
the National Park. They are providing interesting
information with regards to patterns of use and
vehicle type. Logging has for example, established
that use averages at around 150 vehicles per 28
days on each route ( 5.4 vehicles per day) of which
75% are motorbikes, and that use occurs primarily
at weekends (about 80%). Loggers can differentiate
between agricultural vehicles and larger four wheel
drives.

DCC Highways to deal with this request, progressing with the
23 red routes, classified as those warranting urgent action.

Task identified in Action Plan from
Scrutiny Report

Action identified

Progress

Derbyshire County Council Reviews
the Motorised Vehicles Policy in the
Countryside

Allocate Resources to
undertake a review

Allocation of staff time from October 2007 to commence a
review of the Policy

Derbyshire County Council Officers
work to identify, in line with the findings
of the Rights of Way Improvement Plan
and in consultation with the LAFs,
through routes that link the network.
Derbyshire County Council officers
identify NCH's that are likely to be
rights of way that should be shown on
the Definitive Map. Legal Services will
then investigate and assess the
evidence to determine whether a
Definitive Map Modification Order
should be made on the basis of the
evidence available.
The aim of this process is to identify a
comprehensive record of unsealed
minor highways with public vehicular
access rights

Allocate resources and September 2007. Build on survey in Peak Park to provide a
build on survey work
pro forma approach to develop a network creation. Ongoing.
with sub group.

with all unsealed minor highways and
Traffic Regulation Orders

Dependent on
resources

•

•

September 2007. Build on survey in Peak Park to
provide a pro forma approach to develop a
network creation.
Identified as a future action point in the RoWiP.

Task identified in Action Plan from
Scrutiny Report
In conjunction with relevant elements of
the Rights of Way Improvement Plan
and the Local Transport Plan,
Derbyshire County Council develops a
management strategy for the network
of unsealed minor highways in line with
the results of the Sustainability Pilot.

Action identified

Progress

•

•
•

•

•

DCC and PDNPA officers have met with
representatives Derbyshire Vehicle User
Consultees (DVUC) to understand and develop
ideas to find solutions to matters associated with
use and proposed management of MPV’s in the
Countryside.
Identified as a future action point in the RoWIP.
Officers work with other National Parks – The
PDNP will be seeing how other approaches work
across the country, a number of interesting
approaches are being taken although it is
important to realise that the Peak District National
Park has the largest potential issues to solve (for
example the Yorkshire Dales have around 100
potential vehicular routes, the Peak Park have
400), combined with the ease of access from
urban conurbations this makes our area
particularly challenging.
Peak Staff have visited the Hierarchy of Trails
initiative in the Lake District National Park to
discuss approaches from which we may learn
from.
Realistic targets: The PDNPA & DCC aim is to try
to deliver results on the ground and via the web
and through visitor centres to try to diffuse the
situation through information .We have to be

Task identified in Action Plan from
Scrutiny Report

The existing processes for determining
Definitive Map Modification
Orders be reviewed
A Code of Conduct for Users be
developed

Action identified

Progress

•

•
•

•

•

realistic in terms of targets however as resources
are currently still limited to part of the duties for a
part time post for the PDNP and aim towards staff
time within DCC Countryside Service operations.
Identified as a future action point in the RoWiP.

Code of Conduct for vehicle users drawn up in
consultation with LAF and vehicle users.
The PDNP have made available three publications
available to the public. One a credit- card sized
note that Rangers and the Police can carry round
which gives details of the website, another
outlining the code of conduct for vehicle users and
third detailing the issue for the public.
The Police have been particularly welcoming
about having literature that enables them to
engage with vehicle users in a positive way.
Website – The PDNPA have set up website area
on the PDNP website – this has all off-road
information – links to claims, lists of restricted
byways, TROs etc as well as codes of conduct
and information from the general public. The
website feedback is welcomed and is a
developing tool to enable the PDNP and DCC
provide accurate information out to the public

Task identified in Action Plan from
Scrutiny Report
The legal use of the network of
unsealed minor highways be
enforced:
- Derbyshire County Council should
record information about
incidents that have occurred on the
network of unsealed
minor highways and give this
information to the police
- Develop a campaign with Derbyshire
Constabulary,
community safety partnerships, user
groups, Peak District
National Park Authority and Derbyshire
County Council to
raise awareness of users rights and
responsibilities and
target illegal use
- Consider what physical barriers are
feasible according to
location and the legal position
Powers be utilised to implement Traffic
Regulation Orders having
regard to current Government guidance

Action identified

Progress

•

Identified as a future action point in the RoWiP.

PDNPA have met with DCC Highways – the Head of Access
and Recreation met representatives from DCC Highways on
16th February 2007 to discuss areas of mutual interest.
Further meetings took place in April and May 2008.

Task identified in Action Plan from
Scrutiny Report

Action identified

The Council encourage Community
Safety Partnerships to look at
the issue of the use of motor vehicles
on the urban fringe and in rural
areas

Joint Police operations
and leaflets

Progress

•
•

•
•
•

Regular ongoing operations in the North East of the
County & South East.
The Police, accompanied by PDNP Ranger staff, are
making regular contact with vehicle users on the
ground to promote the code of conduct and better
communications and understanding.
Where required enforcement action has been taken
and fines issued.
Meetings with Police and PDNPA staff regarding
operations in the Peak Park.
Liaison with DCC Community Safety Team regarding
provision of off road riding sites on private land.

being processed as action plans for future work, for example Monksdale Road (available on
request).
Logging the use of Routes
Use has been logged on around 30 sites across the Park, and loggers continue to be in
place 24 hours a day 7 days a week. Four new loggers were purchased in April 2008 with a
view to these being used in a wider area to study issues of dispersal of use.
The police, in particular, welcome the clarification of use through logging. Logging has
established that use on average is around 150 vehicles per 28 days (5.4 vehicles per day) of
which around 75% are motorbikes, and that use occurs primarily at weekends (about 80%).

INFORMATION
Partnership Working
Addressing the issues of the use of unsurfaced highways is a huge issue. The NPA is too
small an organisation to deal with the issue as a whole and it is not solely responsible for
such matters. We have therefore sought to develop partnership with the Highway Authorities
and especially the police and vehicle user groups.
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success continues to be enjoyed at Taddington simply through signage.
Informing the Public
A website has been established as a developing tool to enable us to get accurate
information out to the public. Three publications have been made available: one a credit-card
sized note that rangers and the police can carry round which gives details of the website,
another outlining a code of conduct for vehicle users and a third outlining the issues for the
public. In each case print runs were small to enable the information to be easily updated. We
are currently in discussion with police about part-funding the production of future information.
Website feedback has particularly highlighted the need for information on where vehicle
users can go. The website is good for providing information about where not to go and
sensitive routes we wish to highlight, but low on other information. Vehicle users have
pointed to Cumbria as an excellent example of what can be achieved. It is interesting to note
that during discussion the lead officer for Cumbria’s unsurfaced highway use cited the ‘need
to protect the Lake District National Park by offering vehicle users good information
elsewhere’ as a key strategy in the development of their website.
One of the primary pieces of work therefore has been the thorough investigation of exactly
where claimed routes are, where By-ways Open to All Traffic (BOATs) are, and where it is
illegal to use some routes. This piece of work has taken considerable time and is now being
made available to the public on the Authority’s website. All routes have been mapped
electronically. This work is on-going, particularly in terms of identifying routes that are
resolved through the claim process as either BOATs or other status.
The Authority’s Head of Communications is establishing an email list to allow instant
communication between the NPA and interested parties.

SUSTAINABILITY OF ROUTES – ACTION WHERE IT IS
MOST NEEDED
‘May be Unsustainable’ Survey and Actions so Far
During 2007 National Park rangers completed a survey of the network of non-classified
highways using the DCC formula to define routes as sustainable, unclear, or may be
unsustainable. These surveys were then reassessed by the Rights of Way Officer to ensure
consistency.
As previously reported 23 routes
have been identified as ‘may be
unsustainable’.
In the long run a comprehensive
action plan will be outlined for
each route, analysing all the
issues connected to each route.
The plans will include engineers’
reports
(by
the
Highway
Authority), conservation reports,
an area ranger report and a
report from the Local Access
Forum
sub-group.
These
investigations will then be
processed into an Action Plan
with clearly identifiable goals
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showing who will do what and by when. They will also have consideration for escalation of
works or other issues should approaches not work. Historically this approach has worked
well at Moss Road and other sites.
We have been pressing DCC Highways to provide a budget for repairs, and officers within
that authority in other areas (such as rights of way) have been similarly pressing the
Highways Team (who ultimately control this issue at present) to ensure that when
recommendations are made there is funding in place to act.
It is important to note that this list is not a TRO list but a list of routes that require
action. Action can range from simple signage and monitoring to a full, all-vehicle TRO.
However, it is worth stressing again that a TRO takes many forms, and that for example
TROs for width, weight or direction of travel can be made, that TROs may apply to certain
vehicles and that they can be temporary. It is also important to stress that moving a
‘problem’ from one area of the National Park to another (displacement) is something we
would wish to avoid. By having an open process of consultation and dialogue it is also likely
to be much easier to achieve successful results.
In looking to define each route we have used a scoring system based upon and further
clarifying DCC’s own criteria for identifying routes with sustainablity issues, namely:
1. Does the route show serious signs of physical damage resulting from usage?
2. Is the route subject to any protective designation (for heritage or wildlife)?
3. Have there been any complaints about vehicular use conflicting with other uses?
4. Is the character of the route being damaged by vehicular use?
5. Is the free passage of non motorised users being prejudiced?
Each positive response registers ‘may be unsustainable’ each negative response
registers ‘sustainable’ and other responses register ‘unclear’. On the basis of the
answers, the route can be provisionally categorised into:
•
•
•

Sustainable
Unclear
Maybe unsustainable

The scoring system is supplemented by further detailed exploration of the 5 survey criteria in
order to reflect the nature of the routes surveyed. The list of 23 may be unsustainable routes
is identified in order from 1 to 23 on the table below. Please note that this is an initial
assessment by PDNPA officers and the order of this list may change as conservation
and other reports are finalised. It is recommended that action plans, following the template
format given below, are implemented in 3 groups, to ensure that those with the highest
priority receive the most urgent attention. After enacting some action plans it may be that
groups are increased or decreased in size according to results.

Bamford CP/Sheffield - Long Causeway
Edale/Chapel en le Frith – Chapelgate
Bonsall – Moorlands Lane NC
Hartington Upper Quarter - Washgates
Brough and Shatton – Shatton Lane
Great Hucklow – School Lane NC
Pilsley – Bradley Lane
Brough and Shatton - Brough Lane NC
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Brushfield – Upperdale NC
Castleton - Pin Dale
Little Longstone - Leys Lane NC
Stoney Middleton – Black Harry Lane
Bamford CP – Bamford Clough
Peak Forest – The Cop
Tideswell - Monksdale Lane
Chapel -The Roych – Pennine Bridleway
Eyam – Riley Lane NC
Taddington – Sough Lane NC
Birchover – Clough Wood NC
Wheston CP – Hay Dale
Ballidon – Minninglow Lane NC
Eyam – Nether Bretton NC
Monyash – Derby Lane

Action and Management Plan Template
The following template will be used for routes that are defined as ‘may be unsustainable’.
1
Description
This section is intended to outline the basics about the route.
Reference/name
If the route has a register in the list of streets this should also be included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Status
Claimed as BOAT?
Location
County
Parish
Grid reference
Length
Description
The description segment should
confine itself to a bald statement
of fact, including a general
description of the nature of the
route – is it signed and such
considerations.
Nearest
Other
Byways/NCR/Claimed Byways
Does the route link in to form
part of logical circuit and where
are the nearest other routes that
may be used?
[Map]
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2
Report
The report provides a detailed analysis of the basic issues affecting use;
Original Sustainability Survey Observations:
•
•
•
•
•

Physical
Conservation
Complaints
Character
Conflict

Issues identified relating to the initial sustainability survey together with the initial ranking.
Engineering Report
The engineers report shall analyse
• Width (including latest road safety and engineering advice used for roads)
• Incline (as above)
• Drainage Issues
• Repair Specification
• Cost to repair
• Estimated annual maintenance cost.
• Additional comments by engineer
Conservation Report
Noting if the route abuts or passes through areas outlined below, if vehicles are leaving the
highway and if so, why. Each criterion should also detail why the land is registered:
•
•
•
•

SSSIs
Scheduled Ancient Monuments
Special Area of Conservation
Section 3 and Natural Zone

The report will detail:
•
•

•

Exactly what and why
designation has occurred
What impact vehicle use
is
having
on
the
designated area
Potential solutions

Impact will also
biodiversity/ecology
landscaping issues.

look

at
and

Historical Maintenance
Has the route been maintained
in the past? If so what has been
done and how successful has it
been?
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LAF Subgroup Members comments
LAF Subgroup members will be invited to make comments, and have the opportunity to visit
each route. They will be requested to discuss the routes and try to reach a consensus
recommendation, however, if they are unable to agree members will be invited to provide
observations.
Area Rangers’ Comments
Ranger’s comments should include who owns or has access rights to the route, what those
rights are and how often they are used; it should also include any observations on
agricultural use and what type of vehicles use the route.
The Area Ranger may also include relevant information from other parties that have an
interest in the land (such as the National Trust) and any useful information he or she feels
will have a bearing on the case (for example the voluntary restriction by local people on the
use of vehicles on School Lane, Great Hucklow, during the week to enable children going to
and coming from school to feel safer).
Evidence of levels of use
Use will be categorised as low (100 vehicles or less per 28 day period), average (100-200
vehicles, or high - 201 vehicles plus per 28 day period. Any unusual or useful information
relating to use will also be included here. Any manual count observations may also be
included here.
Demand from other Users
How many other users use the trail or for access to facilities such as climbing.
Dispersal Issues
Finally the report will note what affect a closure (temporary or otherwise) may have upon the
neighbouring routes, and a brief summary of the issues and categorisation of these routes
based upon:
•
•
•
•

A brief summary of those routes and the issues on them
Sustainability Category
How increased use may affect other users and those residing adjacent to those
routes
Existing levels of use on those routes (if known)
Observations relating to the
Implementing of Actions
What are the challenges that
must be faced in relation to
managing this route – are the
resources in place to do so, and
if not, how may they be
sourced?
3
Action Plan
Is the route a danger to the
public to use?
If this is the case, an immediate
temporary or experimental TRO
would be recommended for the
route.
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Challenges, Issues and Potential Solutions
Using the criteria above, each challenge will be outlined, together with potential solutions.
This area will start by summarising the issues in a clear and logical way and identify the
potential solutions to each issue, together with the challenges of implementing these
solutions.
4
Recommendations
A recommendation, or series of recommendations, shall then be drafted, clearly demarking
responsibility. The recommendations may be as simple as more regular ongoing monitoring
of the route, or up to and including an immediate TRO of some type may be made.
Any recommendations will also detail and cost implications, and as outlined in their strategy
to manage unsurfaced highways Stage Four – Implement Proposed Measures Action –
Countryside Service/Network Management
‘All recommendations to be considered by the Highway Authority and, subject to their
acceptance and availability of necessary resources, included in their work programme.’
Review and develop the measures taken to take into account any subsequent changes.
5
Ongoing Management Proposals
The crucial part of the Action Plan is the identification of how the route will be managed in
the future and who is responsible for what; this section should also include timescales for
any escalation of management (including the use of TROs as appropriate). This timetable
should be set out in such as way that it is obvious to all parties exactly when any escalation
shall take place.
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Appendix 1
Summary of Actions in the context of the NPA Strategy to Manage vehicle
issues
Action 1 – Work with Derbyshire County Council on its framework of proposals for
defining sustainable and unsustainable routes in Derbyshire and assist in
implementing its Code of Conduct for Vehicle Users in the Countryside.
Actions Taken- All 180 non-classified highways surveyed and categorized and action
progressing at many sites. Vehicle Code of Conduct now available on the website (following
consultation with LARA) but need identified for on site signage. Regular meetings with DCC
to check progress. Work has commenced on prioritizing the routes that ‘may be
unsustainable’ to ensure that work is delivered urgently at routes most in need of action.
Action 2- Prioritise and influence the Highway Authority-led review of rights
Develop a list, in conjuction with user groups and local people, of priority routes for
Highway Authority staff to consider in reviewing claims for Byways Open to All Traffic
(BOATs).
Prioritisation work progressing.
Action 3 – Provide more and improved information to the public
An area of the Authority’s website will be set aside for the latest information relating
to unsurfaced highway use.
A ‘Frequently Asked Questions’ area will be set up on the Authority website to help
with the public understanding of the issues.
Website up and running.
‘Frequently asked questions have formed the basis of our website design and we did not feel
on refection that it would be appropriate as questions generally are answered, although we
welcome feedback. Work progresses on setting up a latest news newsletter –an email
contacts list is being developed to enable PDNPA to pass out information to interested
parties and is currently being progressed by the PDNPA Communications Officer.
Action 4 – Work in partnership to manage the situation
Weekly meetings have taken place between PDNPA and DCC, informal police meetings
take place at least every 2 months, with a full formal meeting every 6 months. Meetings with
user groups continue to be based around issues and do not take place as often as officers
wish but this is due to time constraints.
Action 5 – Address illegal use of routes
Authority staff will co-ordinate a list of hotspots where criminal offence involving offroad motor vehicles occurs or is suspected of having occurred. Vehicular use will be
logged and information passed to the Police.
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Moss Road forms a typical approach to the illegal use issue, work has taken place at
Monksdale Farm Tideswell and Abney RB5 but many more sites require work.

Action 6 – Traffic Regulation Orders – policy consultation
Make the draft TRO policy available for consultation to statutory consultees, parish
councils, the public, user groups and their representatives.
Strategy circulated to all consultees. Advice sent out to all parish councils
Action 7 - Safety and signage
The Authority will work with Derbyshire County Council to investigate funding for the
provision and maintenance of a variety of signs as appropriate for routes where
safety issues are identified.
Signs placed on all restricted byways. Further signage is available for areas of illegal use
where action plane have been produced.
Long Causeway signage is being redesigned after consultation with interested parties and
we see this signage as a blueprint for others across the Peak District National Park.
Action 8 – Tranquillity
On going work as part of the development of the Action Plans
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Appendix 2
Current work on the Priority Routes:
•

Long Causeway – Works to repair the worst potholes on Long Causeway have
started. Discussions have taken place on site regarding longer-term maintenance
and repair - we are awaiting a response from DCC Structures section. The NPA is
anticipating carrying out some drainage works to protect the repairs later this year consultations have taken place with NE Voluntary vehicle user-led closure in place
and being ‘well respected’ by vehicle users. All work is carried out within the context
of the agreed ‘Code of Respect’.

•

Bonsall – Moorlands Lane – Police action has been taken under the Road Traffic
Act to address the use of the Lane as a means of access to an illegal ‘off-road’ site.

•

Washgates, Hollinsclough – Temporary closure for repairs. Barriers, signs and
logger in place. Landowner fully involved and supportive of the process

•

Repairs are complete on the NCH section of Shatton Lane, which was the subject of
Geoff Eyre's video at Services Committee. Officers have prepared an Action Plan for
the Restricted Byway section of this route (known as Abney Restricted Byway 5), in
consultation with DCC Countryside Service and the Police, which may also affect use
of Brough Lane

•

School Lane (Great Hucklow) – Meetings with residents / school / police to diffuse
problems relating to motorcyclists using the lane when children are going to/coming
from school, signage will be in place by the new school term. Works carried out on
site by Rangers to protect areas where illegal use is occurring.

•

Pilsley – Bradley Lane - subject to investigation by DCC into its legal status

•

Pin Dale, Castleton Action proposed by police to address illegal ‘off-roading’ and
damage to SSSI.

•

Little Longstone - Leys Lane – subject to investigation by DCC into its legal status

•

Peak Forest – The Cop – Works agreed on worst damaged sections

•

Monksdale Lane, Tideswell Signage on NCH section to prevent accidental
trespass. An Action Plan to prevent illegal motor activity has been prepared by
Richard Pett, in consultation with DCC, police, residents and Rangers.

•

The Roych – (Chapel) Funding for repairs and improvements being investigated as
part of on-going Pennine Bridleway maintenance

•

Clough Wood (Birchover) Repairs carried out to damaged section of route.

Action on other routes:
Coombs Dale, Stoney Middleton. Barriers in place to prevent illegal use of footpath
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